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Time Session Speaker

9.00
Welcome from Conference Moderator Jason L Brown, National Security Director, Thales ANZ
Conference Opening from ASIAL President, Kevin McDonald

9:10-
10:00

From sci-fi to the boardroom threat - Where the challenges lie in the digital future!
In this session we are shown how and where sensitive business and personal information may be 
compromised in the future, from spying drones to connected cars to mobile apps, Shara will provide 
you with insights that will help you navigate the new world of ubiquitous connectivity and how these 
lessons can relate to securing your most valuable information.

Shara Evans, Founder,  
Market Clarity

10:00-
10:50

Crisis management – Making sure you are prepared
In this session, Mario discusses how you can prepare your organisation to communicate promptly, 
accurately and confidently on all platforms, with affected people, employees, media and the wider 
community during a crisis. In a world with real-time news media, viral social media, instantaneous 
video uploads and international connectedness, it is harder to protect your brand than ever before.

Mario Gomez, Vice President 
Operations, GoCrisis (Americas)

11:15-
12:00

Organisational resilience - A catchcry or an effective holistic approach to risk management
In this session, we look at organisational risk, raising the discussion above traditional risk 
management principles which tend to centre around alternately preventative and reactionary.  
Claire examines the impacts to organisations from external dependencies; the interdependent  
nature of the services – and risks - that we all share; and why we need to start thinking about  
these vulnerabilities in a more strategic context.

Peter Gervasconi, Senior Partner, 
Risk & Resilience Team, Transport 
Accident Commission &  
Claire Willette, Principal, 
Windrose International

12:00-
12:45

Case study: Delivering a safe and secure games
This session discusses the risk and opportunities that relate to safety and security at mega events 
such as the Commonwealth Games. Security at major events relies heavily on multi-level, local, state 
and federal government relationships as well as public and private partnerships. Cohesive planning 
and delivery in this unique and multifaceted environment will depend on real integration between 
partners and the theme that joins partners in this endeavour is risk.

Danny Baade, Head of Security, 
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth 
Games Corporation (GOLDOC)

13:45-
14:30

Supply chain management in the security industry - Understanding your obligations
In this session, the panel covers the Supply Chain Strategy adopted by the Fair Work Ombudsman that 
aims to provide industries with a level playing field. Understanding your legal obligations and taking 
proactive steps to be a good employer / contractor will safeguard your business and protect you from 
being personally liable.

Greg Robertson, Director, General 
Protections and Misclassifications 
Team, Operations Group, Fair Work 
Ombudsman & Chris Delaney, 
Chris Delaney & Associates

14:30-
15:10

Facing up to security threats and risks - A small business perspective
Many small businesses think they are simply not big enough to be the target of a cyber-attack, but this is 
increasingly not the case. In fact, online threats are one of the fastest growing security risk facing small 
businesses, with scammers becoming more sophisticated in the way in which they target unsuspecting 
businesses. This session will outline the importance of small businesses insulating themselves against 
cyber threats by investing appropriately in measures to safeguard against hackers, computer viruses and 
other online threats.

Kate Carnell, Federal Small 
Business & Family Enterprise 
Ombudsman

15:30-
16:10

Terrorism preparedness
In this session Mark will outline planning and preparedness to protect critical infrastructure, private  
and public assets from acts of terrorism.

Assistant Commissioner Mark 
Murdoch APM Commander, 
Counter Terrorism & Special 
Tactics, NSW Police

16:10-
16:50

Converging cyber and electronic security - Why you can’t wait and tips for success
In this session, Neil discusses how the proliferation of IP in electronic security and IoT devices 
presents both challenge and opportunity for organisations that want to remain competitive in a 
dynamic market. Learn why electronic and cyber security can no longer operate in isolation and hear 
real life examples of an integrated security posture.

Neil Campbell, Director, Global 
Security Solutions, Telstra

16:50-
17:30

Why hacking physical security and IoT is easy and what to do about it
This session explores security system breaches, particularly physical security systems, IoT and 
SCADA. Tony discusses information security trends, demonstrates a live hack into a mobile device and 
talks about how the security industry can adopt strong cyber security defences to protect both their 
own organisation as well as their customers.

Tony Vizza, Cyber Security 
Practice Manager, Sententia

ASIAL CONFERENCE, WEDNESDAY 26 JULY

INTELLIGENT STRATEGIES FOR  
AUSTRALIA’S SECURITY CHALLENGES
The ASIAL Security Conference is your annual opportunity 
to receive crucial updates from the organisations shaping 
today's security landscape in a program carefully curated 
by the industry's lead association.

Following feedback from the industry, we have refreshed 
the format of the Conference so you can receive industry 
updates on the first day of the program.  

The second and third days can be tailored for you to hear 
from the most relevant speakers through the in-depth 
Executive Briefings which enable you to focus on specific 
areas to tackle operational security challenges. 

See the program below and visit  
securityexpo.com.au for full session details. 



All Conference packages are listed on the reverse with Early Bird passes available (saving up to $120!) for a limited time. 
Book now to take advantage of this discount and avoid disappointment as the 2016 program sold out.

All information correct at time of printing. The organisers reserve the right to alter the content of the program at any time due to reasons beyond their control.

Time Session Speaker

9:00-
11:30

Airport security - Applying lessons learnt to other industry sectors
In this briefing, Kerran draws upon his extensive experience working in the airport security 
environment to explore the airport security model. The briefing focuses on approaches taken by 
airports to secure their complex integrated operating environment and the lessons it provides for 
other sectors in the threats they face.

Kerran Campbell, Adjunct Associate 
Professor (Security Science),  
Edith Cowan University & Director, 
CCD Alliance Security Consultants

9:00-
11:30

Understanding pixel densities and what they mean
In this briefing, CCTV Specialist Vlado explains the advantages of expressing object clarity with its 
pixel density. IP CCTV uses pixel density as the only parameter to express the image clarity in just 
one number that combines the sensor size, pixel count, focal length and distance to the object. Pixel 
density metrics include all variables and make it universally understandable what details you will be 
displayed on an operator’s screen.

Vlado Damjanovski, CCTV Specialist 
& Author, Managing Director,  
ViDi Labs

13:00-
15:30

Security risk management - Risk intelligence, agility, resilience and leadership 
In this detailed executive briefing Dr Gav Schneider discusses leadership and the psychology of risk 
and the security industry and how we need to manage the realities of a Volatile, Uncertain, Complex 
and Ambiguous (VUCA) World to ensure that we can capitalise on opportunity whilst being able to 
manage downside.

Dr Gavriel Schneider, Group CEO, 
Risk 2 Solutions & Head Lecturer 
of Psychology of Risk, Australian 
Catholic University

13:00-
15:30

Large scale migration from analogue to IP (wide area) – Case study on University of Tasmania
This in-depth briefing takes you through a case study of University of Tasmania which has 
campuses within the three main regions of Tasmania and security arrangements that include over 
850 CCTV cameras (650 Analogue Streams and 200 IP streams). Arthur explains how to address 
the challenges of migrating from analogue to IP and explains the planning and implementation 
challenges associated with a project such as this.

Arthur Barker, Principal Consultant, 
Electronic Security & Video Systems 
Specialist, T&L Enterprises

EXECUTIVE BRIEFINGS, FRIDAY 28 JULY

Time Session Speaker

9:00-
11:30

Understanding the importance of media training in a crisis
This practical briefing provides an understanding of the importance of planning for a crisis including 
internal communications and confidence in interacting with the media to deliver key messages. You 
must have trained and prepared spokespeople who can effectively represent the company and deliver 
messages in high-pressure situations to significantly improve the public perception during a crisis. 
An effective spokesperson can help protect reputation and aid the path to recovery. 

Mario Gomez, Vice President 
Operations, GoCrisis (Americas)

9:00-
11:30

CCTV for critical infrastructure and local government - Mitigating cost overruns and variations
In this briefing, Arthur gives an understanding of how to develop a holistic approach to organisational 
CCTV and security requirements including how to avoid costly variations associated with poor system 
design through lack of detail on specifications. Starting with typical organisational experience, you 
are taken through questions to ask in relation to consultants and integrators and ensuring equipment 
procured and installed meets outcomes before sign off plus the limitations of Australian Standards.

Arthur Barker, Principal 
Consultant, Electronic Security  
& Video Systems Specialist,  
T&L Enterprises

13:00-
15:30

Social media crisis management
This Executive Briefing focuses on social media and how it can be a powerful crisis communications 
tool to dispel rumour, provide information, calm fears and demonstrate commitment. Social media 
has accelerated exponentially the speed with which information is circulated. The prevalence of social 
media presents opportunity as well as risk.

Mario Gomez, Vice President 
Operations, GoCrisis (Americas)

13:00-
15:30

Designing “secure” buildings - Insights, current and future practices
This briefing considers an approach that can be taken and a methodology applied in designing secure 
buildings, and specifically the security design of tall buildings. These are different in both the needs 
of security, and how the design solution is applied, regardless of where they are located in the world 
today. Security Science Professor, Kerran Campbell, considers the types of incidents that the world 
has experienced specifically in the last two years, examining a step by step methodology.

Kerran Campbell, Adjunct Associate 
Professor (Security Science),  
Edith Cowan University & Director, 
CCD Alliance Security Consultants

EXECUTIVE BRIEFINGS, THURSDAY 27 JULY

FIND OUT MORE AND BOOK AT SECURITYEXPO.COM.AU 
ENTER PROMO CODE SEC10
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Gala Dinner
The annual Gala Dinner hosted in partnership with ASIAL 
toasts the outstanding and memorable moments of the 
year in security. This entertaining networking evening 
brings together the security community from across 
Australia to celebrate, engage and socialise. 

The 2017 Gala Dinner is held on the second evening of the 
exhibition, Thursday 27 July at the spectacular Doltone 
House Jones Bay Wharf. Doltone House Jones Bay Wharf 
is a unique heritage venue situated on the foreshore of 
Sydney Harbour’s Pyrmont offering outstanding views of 
the Harbour Bridge, city skyline and Darling Harbour.

Incorporating a three-course meal and fine wine, the 
evening recognises the Best New Product Awards and 
features great entertainment. Tickets are on sale now 
and are expected to sell out fast. 

Individual seats cost just $199 or a table of 10 is only 
$1,890.

Book now at securityexpo.com.au

Ticket Type Standard Price Early Bird Price Early Bird Discount

2 ½ Day Package: 
ASIAL Conference plus three Executive Briefings 

$1,195.00 $1,075.00 $120.00

2 Day Package:  
ASIAL Conference plus two Executive Briefings 

$995.00 $895.00 $100.00

1 ½  Day Package:  
ASIAL Conference plus one Executive Briefing 

$895.00 $805.00 $90.00

1 Day ASIAL Conference $695.00 $625.00 $70.00

In-depth Executive Briefing (per session) 
Multiples can be purchased for different time sessions

$325.00 $295.00 $30.00

ASIAL members receive a discount on Conference packages once Early Bird prices have expired. 
Look out for member communications for redemption details. 

ASIAL discount does not apply to Early Bird prices and is not available in conjunction with any other offers. Fees are inclusive of GST.
 All information correct at time of printing. Passes for the ASIAL Conference and Gala Dinner are non-refundable.

@security_expo

/secexpo


